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Who’s in the room?
New England Graphic Medicine Conference, March 2020
Cathy Leamy    •    www.metrokitty.com    •    Twitter: @metrokitty


Who’s in the room?
What I’ll cover
1. Portrayal in graphic medicine publications
2. Participation in the graphic medicine community
Portrayal
Quantitative!

Which comics to examine?
● Comics format - not text with spot illustrations
● It’s about a health condition
● It’s about a healthcare worker
● It takes place in a healthcare setting
● Would I put this on a shelf of graphic medicine comics?
● Would it fit in at the graphic medicine conference marketplace?
How many comics total?
● 68 books
● 13 health ed publications
● 11 pamphlet-style comics (“floppies”)
● 70 minis
Total: 162
What data to collect?
● For each publication:
○ Number of pages
○ Number of panels
● For each character in that publication:
○ Role
○ Name (if given)
○ Appearance - number of panels
○ Dialogue - number of panels
Ow! That’s a wall!

Wow! That’s a plateau!
Quantitative: 48 comics examined
● 9 books
○ 6 memoir, 3 fiction
● 11 health ed publications
● 6 pamphlet-style comics (“floppies”)
○ 5 memoir, 1 fiction
● 23 minis
○ 22 non-fiction/memoir
○ 1 fiction

Sidebar
Visual shorthand and iconography
● Lab coat and clipboard
● White nurse cap
● Stethoscope around the neck
● Sitting behind a desk
● Man in short sleeve scrubs 
pushing a wheelchair
Visual shorthand pitfalls
● Non-doctors can wear labcoats
● Lots of health professionals wear 
scrubs
● Non-specific coding: “Clinician”, 
“Clinic staff in scrubs”
● Review by healthcare subject 
matter expert
Style challenges
Character coding
● Handsome drink server
● Staff who came running
● Peppy classmate
● Donut/person
● Cartoonist with upset stomach
● Home Alone Macaulay Culkin
● Personified symptom (headache)
● Smoochy photo boy
● Mean nurse
● Manifestation of pancreas mass
● Tooth
● God
Qualitative!
Out of 162 comics ...



Cancer Vixen—Marisa Acocella Marchetto
Back, Sack, & Crack (& Brain)—Robert Wells
Drinking at the Movies—Julia Wertz
Mom’s Cancer—Brian Fies
Doonesbury: The War Within—G.B. Trudeau
The Bad Doctor and The Lady Doctor—Ian Williams
Fear of Failure—Ian Williams
Qualitative: 34 publications
● Seen, not heard: 13
● Heard, not seen: 7
● Seen and heard: 14
● Meaningful: 8
Participation
Do they want in?
Why?
Challenges
● Social
○ Status and hierarchy
● Logistics
○ Time
○ Managerial support
○ Care commitments (childcare, eldercare)
○ Cost of event participation
What can we do?
Active outreach
● Not just “call for entries” or “registration is open”
● Reach out, do the footwork, find people
● Make them feel welcomed, invited, and safe
Collaborations
https://www.cartoonstudies.org/css-studio/cartoonist-veteran-project/
Start a conversation
● Those of you who work in healthcare: Just chat?
In Closing...
https://www.statnews.com/2020/02/05/hospital-housekeepers-truly-keepers-of-the-house/
Thank you!
Cathy Leamy    •    www.metrokitty.com    •    Twitter: @metrokitty
